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SlThMARY

The 1971 Pecan Research study near Raymond,Mississippi

was designed to evaluate variables for forecasting weight of nuts

per tree, developing a model for weight of nuts per tree and

refining data collection procedures.

Four variables for forecasting nuts per tree were studied.

'IWoof these, COlD1tsof nuts through binoculars expanded to tree

totals and collection of nuts that dropped prior to harvest,

failed to he significantly correlated with pOlIDdsof good nuts

harvested in the sam; tree for more than one observation period

(a = .05). COlm.tsof nuts from photographic slides expanded to

tree totals and COlD1tsof nuts on selected sample limbs expanded

to tree totals, were both significantly correlated (a = .01) to

pOlm.dsof pecans harvested on the same trees for all observation

periods.

'IWomodels for weight of nuts per tree were developed. A

weighted linear regression TOOdelfor a September 1 forecast based

on 1971 parameters would he:
~

22.86125 + 0.01227 Xl where Xl = photo COtmtof nutsY1 =

Y2 = -5.35299 + 0.02962 x2 where x2 = limh COtmts of nuts
•.

Y = . 577 Yl + .423 Y2

and the y's represent potmds of nuts per tree.

A multiple regression TOOdelfor September 1 forecast with

1971 parameters would be:
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y = 4.29 + .009 xl + 0.11 x2

No significant differences existed between counts of nuts

from opposite sides of trees for any of the months studied. Thus,

the am:>tmtof photography required for a forecasting model using

photography can be reduced.
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INTRorucrroN
The pecan industry has shOlma continuing interest in improving

early season forecasts of pecan yields. The cooperative research

with the Hississippi SSO for the last t\\U years has shown that some

relationships exist upon wllich procedures could be developed to make

an early season objective yield forecast of pecan production.

Based on encouraging results found in a 1970 research project,

a similar project was set up for 1971. Variahles under study in

1971 ~re counts of nuts from sample limbs less than 28 feet high,

counts of nuts from ground level at a distance of 50 feet, counts

of nuts seen through 7.5 power binoculars, and COtmtsof nuts which

dropped prior to harvest. While some difficulties continue to exist

in sampling the tree, it is believed that methods can be devised for

measuring any biases in the procedures on a subsamp1e of trees.
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DATA COLLECfION

Ceneral

The 1971 pecan project was located southwest of Jackson,

Hississippi near Rayroond. Five orchards (hlocks) were subjectively

selected; three of these were used in the previous year's research.I/

All five blocks were of the Stuart improved variety with an age range

of fourteen years to thirty-five years.

Sample Selection

It was necessary to select trees in the two new blocks; dle

previously used trees ln the three old blocks would suffice for this

study. The tree selection procedure for each new block '..;as:

1. Ietennine the number of rows in the hlock.

2. Systematically select two rows.

3. Use randomnumber tahle to select two trees in each selected

row with equal prohahilities (no significant difference in

cross-sectional area of trunk was evident in 1970 research

to warrant probahility proportional to size sampling).

In the new blocks stereo photographs ~re taken of the sample

trees at a distance of fifty feet prior to foil age appearing on the

trees. All sections of the tree were identified on black and white

1/ For detailed procedural explanation of the 1970 project, refer
to"A Study of the Characteristics of the Pecan Tree for Use in
Objective Yicld Forecasts," Ronald A. Wood,Rcsearch and Ieve10pment
Branch, Standards and Research Division, Statistical Reportin~ Service.



photo enlargements (24x) made from the stereo photography. A

section was defined as either a path section or tennina1 limb.

TI1eintention was that a terminal limb would be a limb ~1ose CSA

(cross sectional area) was between 1.8 and 5.S square inches at

point of origin (point at ~11ich limb branched from larger section).

This corresponded to a thickness of 1/16 to 3/16 of an inch on the

photo enlargements. A path section was a portion of a limb ~ose

CSAat point of origin was greater than 5.5 square inches. The

first path section was the tnmk. Each branching thereafter de-

fined two or more path sections or path section(s) and tenninal

limb (s) . (Small branches with CSAof less than 1. 8 square inches

were not considered a brancl~ing point but part of a path section).

Each path section was assigned to the first tenninal branching

from the path section. Whentwo terminals branched from the SaIT'e

fork, the path section was assigned to the terminal limb with the

smallest CSA. A "sample unit" was defined as a terminal limb and

any associated path sections.

The sample lIDits were placed into one of two strata:

1. Stratum A (accessible) - sample units zero to twenty-

eight feet above the ground. These units were reached

with a lrechanical hoist.

2. Stratum U (unaccessible) - sample units higher than

twenty-eight feet. 'These units could not be reached

'with the mechanical hoist.
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Sample units were selected for nut counts within stratum A.

The number of sample tmits selected was a function (twelve percent)

of the total number of tenninals in the strattnn. Sample tmits were

selected by simple random sampling assigning equal probahili ty to

each sample tmit.

Cotmt of Nuts on Sample Limbs

All nuts on the selected sample tmits ~re to be counted at

the end of July, August, and September. These counts were to be

made from a mechanical hoist. The hoist was not available in late

September so only those units Mlich could be reached with ladders

were counted. Counts of nuts on path sections assigned to the

sample unit were recorded separately from the counts on terminal

limbs.

Photography Procedures

The procedures in this years work are completely different

than that of the 1970 research. The reason for the changes was

that poor quality of photography often occurred in 1970 when

shooting into the Stm.. In order to eliminate this problem the

following procedures were followed during the 1971 research.

All sample trees were photographed at the end of ,July, August,

and September. Photographs were taken from two sides of sample

trees (180° angle). Only one position of the tree was photographed

at a time. The position of shooting was determined as follows:
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1. The a.m. position for each sample tree was detennined by

placing the S1.D1 directly at the photographers back.

2. The a.m. position was marked with a florist stake, a

compass reading of the position was recorded, and the

times of first and last shots recorded. ;.b new tree was

started after 11:30 a.m.

3. The p.m. shots \vere the second positions of the trees

photographed in the morning. The p.m. shots were

photographed In reverse order. That is, the 1ast tree

photographed in the lOOmingwas the first photographed

in the afternoon. The second position was selected by

moV1ng1800 arormd the tree from the a.m. position.

lhis position was marked by a florist stake, a compass

reading was recorded and the times of the first and last

shots were recorded.

4. The camera was set fifty feet from the tnmk of the sample

tree at each selected position.

5. The distance from the tnmk to edge of canopy and edge of

canopy to crorera position \vas recorded.

6. The width of photo tmit at edge of canopy by viewing

through view finder \.,ras recorded.

Light lOOterreadings were taken near the edge of canopy and

tnmk of tree. TIle F-stop for a given speed split the difference

of the two readings.
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Pictures were taken of a vertical strip nmning up the center

of the tree. A ~firanda Sensorex c~ra with a 135ITDTIlens was used

for all photography work. An altunimun frame divided into eight

segments was placed two feet in front of the camera. A segtrent

equaled the viewing area of one exposure. In most instances, the

full vertical strip of the tree was completely contained within

the eight segments.

COlmts of Nuts From Photography

F~ch slide was projected on a screen divided into blocks (cells).

A photo interpreter cmmted the munber of nuts in each cell and re-

corded the count on a form which was a reduced image on the large

screen. For one-third of the slides, a second counter recounted the

nuts for use in computation of adjustJrent factors.

COtmts of Nuts That Drop Prior to Harvest

On the 28th of June. the area under the canopy of all twenty

sample trees was cleaned of old nuts. On July 26th and every two

weeks after tmtil October 7th, all nuts that dropped from the sample

trees were collected and the munber of had nuts recorded for each

tree.

Counts of Nuts With Binoculars

Counts of nuts through a 7.5 power pair of binoculars were

taken at three different times: July 30. AUglL<;t30, and September 30.



Using the photography positions, nuts on two of the saJrqJletrees

were counted in each block.

The counts were taken of a strip comprising the middle of the

tree. Each position (starting with the second) going up the tree

tnmk was chosen by noting a visual characteristic in the upper

boundary of the previous position and relocatinl! it as the lm..'Cr

boundary of the present position. The total viewing area using

the binoculars was approximately 1/2 that of the photographs.

RESlTLTS

Ceneral

This is the second year that the Research and Development

Branch of the Statistical Reporting Service has investi~ated var-

ious characteristics of the pecan tree. These characteristics

will now be parti tioned such that one set in the future ,vi11 he

used in a model for evaluation and a second set will be further

experimented upon. The sections below will show the methods of

arriving at final individual variahle values and their correlations

,vith pounds of good pecans harvested.

Counts of Nuts From Sample Limbs

The height of the pecan tree makes it practically impossihle

to draw a sample from the entire tree. Therefore, the tree was

divided into an accessible (0-28 feet) and inaccessible (height>
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28 feet) region. The objective of this portion of the study was

to detennine whether a significant relationship existed between

comts of nuts in the accessible region expanded to a tree total

and pounds of good pecans harvested from the same tree.

An estimated number of pecans per tree wac; obtained by the

expansion of nut counts from accessible sample limbs (Table 2).
The expansion procedure followed was:

7

Let: x·· = comt of nuts on jth sample limb in the i th tree.1)

Ei = expansion factor for the ith tree. This was the

reciprocal of the fraction the jth sample lirrb

was of the total number of limbs in the ith tree.

The fraction for the j th limh equals l/Ni \ihere

Ni = the number of accessible and inaccessible

sample limbs for the ith tree.

X .• = the estimated number of nuts on the i th tree using1J
the jth sample limb. Xij = Ei Xij

ni = number of selected sample limbs in the ith tree.

X· = the mean of the expansion of nuts to tree total1.

from individual limbs for the ith tree.
A

ni ~jXi. = L:
j=l n'1
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Table 1.--Harvest data for s3D1>letrees, Mississippi peans, 1971
. .. .

Pomds : Pomds of Good : Estimated
Block Tree of good : bad nuts nuts per : numberof

nuts in husk pomd :good nuts !I

A 1 55.8 8.6 42 2343.6
A 2 3.9 .6 41 159.9
A 3 17.2 1.4 41 705.2
A 4 17.8 3.0 42 747.6
B 1 120.5 9.8 42 5061.0
B 2 10.7 15.8 51 545.7
B 3 134.5 10.7 49 6590.5
B 4 39.7 9.1 49 1945.3
C 1 24.2 21.5 82 1984.3
C 2 24.0 .9 51 1224.0
C 3 3.4 14.7 66 224.3
C 4 17.1 13.2 79 1350.9
D 1 153.7 17.8 45 7122.9
D 2 47.5 6.3 43 2100.9
D 3 121.5 19.4 51 6191.1
D2/ 4 69.8 8.8 42 2991.6

1/ Estimated from pomds of good nuts at harvest.
7/ The fifth block was not harvested by the operator and was there-

fore lost.
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Table 2.--Tota1 nuts counted on accessible sample limbs (CNASL) and estimated
number of nuts per tree: JUly, August, September 1971

September

Block: Tree
" ""NlInber"
: of :
:samp1e:
:units "

Total
CNASL

July

Estimated
m.unber
nuts

August

Total : Estimated : Total
CNASL number CNASLnuts

Estimated
number
nuts

A 1
A 2
A 3
A 4
B 1
B 2
B 3
B 4
D 1
D 2
D : 3
D y: 4

"

:4(3)1/: 263
:2(2)- 62
:4(3) 110
:3(3) 112
:5 (3) 247
:4(3) 167
:3(3) 491
:5(3) 331
:3(2) 317
:4(3) 321
:4(3) 364
:2(2) 136

2104.0
155.0
907.5
971.0

3309.1
2379.8
7036.0
3839.6
4016.4
3531. 0
4186.0
2176.0

244
48
86
76

216
150
590
254
297
338
345
137

1952.0
120.0
709.5
658.6

2894.5
2137.5
8454.7
2946.4
3763.0
3718.0
3967.5
2192.0

197
29
48
89
95
74

454
130
223
167
149
141

2102.0
72.5

528.0
771.6

2121.4
1406.0
6505.8
2512.9
4237.0
2449.9
2284.7
1504.5

Total ..•.•.•.••.••• : 2921.0: 34,611.4 2781.0: 33,513.7 1796.0: 26,496.3....
" .

~~an (X) :243.417: 2,884.283 :231.750: 2,792.808 :149.667:2,208.025..
2Variance cr •••••••• : 16,427: 3,464,234 22,957: 4,800,588.: 12,572:3,031,649

2ReI-Variance cr ••• " .277:=zX

.416
"

.427: .615 .561: .622

1/ In September, a mechanical hoist was not available. Ntunber in parenthesis
- is nunber of units reached in September.
Y Only three orchards were used for limb counts.
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The correlation coefficients between the estimated numberof

nuts each llDnthand polDldsof good nuts harvested were computedfrom

the data in Tables 1 and 2. The correlations are shownin Table 3.

Table 3.--Corre1ation values of polDldsof goodnuts harvested with
nut COlDltsexpanded to tree totals: Mississippi pecans, 1971

Item July August Septerrber

r................... : .764 .739 .770
·

r2 ..........•...... : .584 .546 .594

n.................. : 12 12 12

r.01 ............... : .708 .708 .708

r. 05 ............... : .576 .576 .576
··

The correlation coefficients are all significantly greater than

zero at c& ••• 01. The August r value can be conq>aredwith the 1970

research results. In 1970, on approximately the samedates of data

collection, an r value of .86 was observed. The August value of

1971 being low relative to August 1970. (be possible interpretation

of this drop in correlation maybe poor operational efficiency. That

is, data collection was not as good at this stage in 1971 as 1970.

The project was p1aquedwith bad ~ather and mechanical difficulties

with the hoist during every survey period.

Counts of Nuts FromPhotographs

COlDltsof nuts on photographs in 1971were madeby three photo

interpreters. Each slide was projected onto a screen divided into a
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grid such that each pecan could be identified within a cell of the

grid. The stunof these cells was the tmadjusted comt of nuts for

the slide.

An adjustrent factor was derived for each interpreter by using

a balanced incomplete block rodel for assi~nts. 2/ The adjustnent

factors are shownin Table 4.

Table 4. --Photo adjustnent factors for interpreter differences for the
JOOnthsJuly, August, and September, Mississippi pecans, 1971

1/ A correction factor of less than one indicates that this COtmter
consistently comts higher than the average of all colUlters, and vice
versa for a correction factor less than one.

To correlate the photo COtUltswith potUldsof goodnuts at harvest

at this point would introduce a bias into figures. This is because

the sample lDlit was not the SaJIEin each tree; anywherefrom one to 40

percent of the tree was photographed. It was necessary to place these

figures on a coDq)arativebasis. Therefore, the adjusted nut COlUlts

were expanded to tree totals.

y 1970 Mississippi Pecan Report.
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The nethod of expanding comt of nuts on photographs to tree

totals was based on similar triangles and the fonrula for the surface

area of a sphere. 3/ ~asurements ~re taken from edge of canopy to

camera 4/ and tnmk to camera (SO'). The figures l\lere used along

with the given height at the base of the tnmk to conpute the area

of the middle f~ of the tree. This area was further expanded to

total area (TA)exposed by multiplying the middle frame area by the

numberof slides (corrected for area on slides not containing tree).

The surface area of the sphere (SAS) was cODq>utedas 4,r2, where r

(radius) is the average of the two distances (edge of canopy to tnmk).

This newnethod comparedto 1970 mayhelp alleviate problems arising

from extreme protrusions or gaps in the tree's branching pattern. The

expansion factor was then defined as SAS/TA. The expandedcomts of

nuts from photographs (ECNP)were .

ECNP'" SA5/TA r.Y"'Joni
i-I J

W1ere: r jkmi represents the adjusted photo comt of the ith slide in

the mth side of the kth tree for the jth block.

The correlation coefficients for the three roonthsare sho'Wllin

Table 5.

31 1970 Mississippi Pecan Report, previously cited.
41 For the 1971 project, the values l\lere expandedusing two measure-

ments from edge of canopy to camera: the distance at each camera
position and the average of the distances at the two positions.
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Table 5. - -Correlations of pomds of nuts harvested per tree and COWlts
of nuts from photographs using three different photo comt expan-
sion nethods, Mississippi pecans, 1971

August September October
Item 0 : :Total : 0 :Total 0 : :Total0 0 0

:Old 1/ :New2/ :tree :Old 1/ :New2/ :tree :Old 1/ :NewY:tree
~ ~ ~

r...... : .801 .751 .771 .826 .915 .880 .742 .769 .809.2 0 .641 .564 .594 .682 .830 .774 .551 .592 .655r ..... :

n...... : 22 22 13 17 17 12 26 26 15

r. 01 ••• : .537 .537 .684 .606 .606 .708 .496 .496 .641
0

r 05''': .423 .423 .553 .482 .482 •576 .388 .388 .514.. .

1/ This photo comt variable was computedthe same as 1970. The
vaI'ue used for edge of canopy to tree was the actual neasured distance.

2/ This photo comt variable was computedtL'iingthe average distance
for the two camera positions from edge of canopy to tree.

3/ This photo comt variable was computedby cOJ11lutinga new expansion
factor (EF) and totaling adjusted nut counts from both sides of tree
(and then expanding to tree total with newEF).

EF •••SAS/[TAl + TA2]where TAl' TAZrepresent area of side one

and t'WOrespectively. Estimate of total m.unberof nuts on

tree from photo comts ••• 2 si
EF (E E Y' °kmi)m-1 i=l J

All correlation coefficients ~re significant at the one percent

level ((1 •••• 01). Fromthe standpoint of these correlation results and

the fact that conventional limb comt techniques can not be applied,

the use of photography for pecan estimation would seem highly desirable.
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In order to utilize photo comts SOJOOproblems would have to be

overcone. M:>reconsistency in photo results must be achieved. Too

often exposures of a tree have such poor resolution that they have to

be eliminated from the set of observations. A fast, inexpensive

nethod of getting field photography work c01J1l1etedJlRJstbe developed.

Finally, since this wouldbe the first time in operational use, the

biggest problem maybe to gain acceptance of photography comting as

a methodof obtaining estimated total comt of nuts on a tree.

ColU1tsof Nuts That DropPrior to Harvest

Nuts fall from the tree prior to maturity for a variety of reasons:

weather, disease, lack of proper pollination, set too heavy, and insect

damage. The corre1atim between nut drop and pomds of pecans at har-

vest was significant only for the October 7th collection (Table 6).

Table 6. --Correlation of nut droppage prior to harvest with pOtmdsof
goodpecan; and average nut droppage per tree prior to harvest,
~ftssissippi pecans, 1971

Date
Item

8/8 8/23 9/9 9/23 10/7

r................... : .289 .443 .232 .443 .629

n................... : 16 16 16 16 16

x ................... : 103.0 142.1 146.4 127.3 30.0

r.Ol················~ .623 .623 .623 .623 .623
.

r. 05 ............ • ... : .497 .497 .497 .497 •497.
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'lWoexplanations of the low correlations fomd in Table 6 are

pollination variations and \mworkableconditions tmder the tree. Early

in the season pollination plays a key role. For example, two trees may

appear to have an entirely different set (and hence different yield

prospects); yet as the season progresses one tree holds its set while

the other (not as l'f'ell pollinated) loses its set bringing their yield

closer together. This gives t'WOentirely different drops to the same

yield. Hence, the relationship of nuts that drop early to final yield

per tree is either a randomvariable or a variable proportional to

total set.

Thesecond problemdeals with leaves and high grass fotmdtmder

sometrees. Badnuts are overlooked in varying quantities depending

on howbad the area \moor a particular tree is. That is, howtall is

the grass or howmanyleaves remain from last year? A scatter effect

of bad nuts that drop to final yield per tree points indicates that

sore droppednuts were not cO\mted.

At this point in the pecan forecast research nut droppageprior

to harvest should be of secondarynature to any future pecan research.

MYnewresearch in this area should deal primarily with reducing the

size of the sampling area in whichbad nuts are collected so a complete

gleaning can take place.

Comts of Nuts ThroughBinoculars

The counts of nuts seen through a 7.5 powerpair of binoculars

expandedto tree totals l'f'erenot significantly related to poundsof
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goodnuts harvested for two of the three dates for which COtDlts~re

made. The only significant relationship was the SeptemberCOtultswhich

was significant at a • .05 (Table 7).

Table 7.- -Correlation betweenpounds of goodnuts harvested and counts
of nuts through binoculars expandedto tree totals, Mississippi
pecans, 1971

Item July August September

r......... : .179 .379 .574
·2 .

•032 .144 .330r ........ :
··n Y ...... : 16 16 16

r. 01 ...... : .623 .623 .623

r. 05 •.•••. : .497 .497 .497
·

Y ExpandedCOtDltsof each side of trees were used in the correlations.

Thephotographywork done for the computation of the expansion

factor and total surface area were used for the binocular expansion.

The total area cotDltedby binoculars (on one side) was a constant pro-

portion (.424) of the total area cotDlted (on one side) by photography.

The binocular area was divided into the total surface area of the tree

to obtain an expansion factor by which the binocular COtultsof nuts

...ere nultiplied.

The low correlations between COlDltsof nuts seen through bino-

culars expandedto a tree total and potUldsof goodnuts harvested per
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tree maybe due to either the COlUl.teror the viewing area. With

respect to the comter there is no wayof quality checking his work.

Whatis seen one tire maychange on a second COlUl.tdue to wind or

droppage; likewise, what a cOlUltersees each tire my change. It

is impossible to freeze the picture as with photography. The second

source of a low correlation maybe that the viewing area is too small;

the viewing area is only about one-half that used for photography work

and hence maynot give as representative a sample of the tree. A

limi ted study of these cOlUltsshould be continued but not in the ex-

tensive mannerlD1dertakenfor this year's research project.

PECAN roRECAST M)DEL

C-eneral

Twopossible rodels for estimating (and forecasting) pecan pro-

duction are availahle. Asstuningthat rethods are available to obtain

tree population estimates, the next step is to ascertain whether to

use weighted simple regression estimates versus multiple regression

estimates. Whatfollows is a discussion of each model, and possible

projected polUldsat harvest rodels.

Simple Regression

This JlJ)delinvolves a system of simple regression equations, each

with the sa.nedependent variable (y) but different independent variables

(x). Whena forecast is to be madeeach equation produces a Yi' the

forecast (or estimate) of the dependent variable given the independent
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A

variable. Fromthe set of Yi 's a final estimate, y, is obtained by

weighting tm Yi's by their equation's coefficient of determination:

y = [ri Yl + r~ Y2 + ••• + r~ Yn] / [ri + r~ + + r~]

For this year's data the rodel takes on the fom:

August for September 1 Forecast ~t>del
A

Yl = 22.86125 + 0.01227 xl

Y2 = -5.35299 + 0.02962 x2

.•
y = .577 Yl + .423 YZ

where xl is expandedCOlDltof nuts

from photography

Xz is expandedcOlDltof nuts

from sample limbs

•577 = r 2
1 Y

r2+r21 2
and the standard error of the estimate is 21.896.

September for October 1 Forecast M>del

Y1 = 21.29193 + 0.00961 Xl
.•
Y2 = 14.00935 + 0.02357 x2

Y = .530 Y1 + .470 Y2

and the standard error of the estimate is 27.536.

At lease tworol'e years of "expanded"work is necessary to verify

a stable relationship. "Expanded"means a larger scale research sam-

pIe involving a randomselection of blocks.

~bltiple ReRression

This rode1 takes a set of independent variables against a depen-

dent variable and sets forth a forecast in one step for individual

trees. For the data available in 1971, the following modelwas gener-

ated for a September1 and October 1 forecast.

II This is true only if the expanded counts of nuts from photography
and ~rom sample limbs are uncorrelated.
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August for September1

Y = 4.29 + .009 xl + 0.011 x2 where xl· photo expansion

x2 • limb expansion

and the standard error of the estimate is 22.735.

September for (ktober 1
A

Y • 6.48 + .0065 Xl + .0132 where Xl II: photo expansion

x2 = limb expansion

and the standard error of the estimate is 28.503.

The advantage to this JOOdelis that it will dampenfluctuations

that occur with a ~ighted siJl1lle regression JOOdel.

DATA COLLECflOO REFINEMENT

Photography

A large cost cOJI1lonentof this project is fotmd in the photo-

graphy. For the two years this project has been in operation photo-

graphs have been taken from both sides of each sample tree selected.

Other fnrl t and nut studies have indicated that photography on only

one side is necessary. Throughthe analysis of variance technique,

this possibility was explored for pecans (Tables 8 to 10).



Table 8. --Nested analysis of variance, expanded comts of nuts from
July photographs, Mississippi pecans, 1971
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Source of variation
:Degrees: Me
: of : an F
:freedom:square ratio

··Betweenblocks ••••••••••••. : 4

Between trees .••.......••.. : 9
·

Between sides : 6
·

51ides ........•............ : 89

Total ...................• : 108

2115.7 2.18

971.4 22.13

43.9 0.38

116.9

258.1

6.42

7.98

2.85

3.63

4.10

2.20

Table 9. - -Nested analys is of variance, expanded comts of nuts from
August photographs, Mississippi pecans, 1971

Source of variation
:Degrees: Me
: of : an
:freedom:square

F
ratio

·
Betweenblocks ••••••..•••.• : 4

Betweentrees •.••.•••.•.••• : 13
··Betweensides •••..••••••••• : 6

Slides : 116

Total : 139

4721.4 4.65

1016.2 3.48

292.0 1.00

293.0

488.0

5.21

7.72

2.96

3.18
4.00

2.18



Table 10.- -Nested analysis of variance, expandedcotmts of nuts from
5eptenber photographs, Mississippi pecans, 1971

:
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Source of variation
:Degrees: u••.
: of : l~an
:freedom:square

F
ratio F.01

:
Between blocks •••.....•.... : 4 3707.7 2.53 5.21 3.18

··Betweentrees •••••..•••.•.. : 13 1463.4 4.69 4.16 2.69
:Between sides ...•.••.••..•• : 12 312.0 1.52 2.18 1. 75
··51icles ..................... : 153 205.3
··Total .................... : 182 379.2

For the three JOOl'lthsin which photography was taken no signifi-

cant difference was observed between sides. This infonnation coupled

with similar information from 1970 research means it is unnecessary

to continue photographing both sides of the tree.

This reduction will decrease manhours per tree and hence the

cost per tree. This newprocedure (using only one side of tree) will

allow the field crews to coql1ete all workon one tree at the same

time •

~le Limb COtDlts

This research \\lOrkhas pointed out one major obstacle to future

use of comts of nuts on sample limbs. The mechanical hoist used to

lift a comter into the tree has proved not to be operationally

feasible. The reasons behind this are that mechanical failures are
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too numerouscausing lengthy time delays. Secondly, rain and the

period i.JIIIediatelyafter the rain stops are not wrkable periods due

to bogging down. Thirdly, the cost is high relative to other cost

componentsof the survey.

Without the hoist the m:anberof accessible saq>le limbs is greatly

reduced. In sone trees, no accessible sample limbs will be fOlmd. The

only solution whichhas not been justified to date is to select s3Jl1:lle

limbs from those available in the first ~lve feet of the tree. This

will meanin somecases no limbs will be used.

Cotmtsof Nuts That Drop Prior to Harvest

Oneof the problemswith droppage is the state of the gro\D1d

tmder the tree. Grass and leaves are the greatest obstacle to accu-

rate dl'OpCO\D1ts. In future research 'b«>newmethodswill be tried

to eliminate this problem. First, two 2'x2' plots will be laid out

lDlderthe tree and expandedto estimate of total droppagetmder the

tree. Secondly, ~nty nut clusters per tree will be identified and

they will be observed during each survey period to determine the ntml-

ber of nuts that have fallen since the last survey period. Thenum-

ber of nuts that droppedwill then be expandedto a tree estimate by

the methodused for cOlDltsof nuts on sample limbs that stay on the

tree.

FlTI'URE STUIJ'{

In the 1971research, 'b«>variables have proven to be related

to potmdsof goodpecans harvested per tree. This relationship has



only been show to hold over one variety of pecans in one small geo-

graphical area. The first consideration of any future research is

to consider widening the geographical distribution of blocks and

diversifying into several i111>rovedvarieties.

A second consideration in future studies is the estimation of

cost co~ents. This will require that time records be kept for

each segmentof the project.

Finally, consideration of possible newvariables nust be kept

in mind. Other characteristics mayprove to be highly related to

the poundsof goodpecans per tree.
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